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THE ROYAL AIR FORCE REGIMENT ASSOCIATION 
NORFOLK BRANCH 

NEWSLETTER NO.227 DEC. 2017   
 President: Squadron Leader Paul Bruning (Rtd) 
    Chairman: Mr. Tony Leonard + Standard Bearer 

Vice Chairman: Mr. Paul Rainbird + Programme Secretary 
Secretary: David McEwen   
Treasurer:  Gill McEwen 

 The President, Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary and Committee wish all members and 
their families a very Happy Christmas and Healthy and Peaceful New Year.  

DEAR MEMBER(S), 

SEPTEMBER BRANCH MEETING                                  
Vice-Chairman Paul Rainbird welcomed Mark          
Reynolds and his assistant Sally.  Mark      
entertained us by drawing many amusing                       
cartoon characters with explanations of                        
techniques. We were also treated to                       
impersonations of well known TV and movie 
stars.   Mark is booked to return next year 
and promised a master-class on drawing.  

BRANCH MINUTES                                             
There was no Chairman’s Report.                               
Secretary’s Report: (Paul Rainbird standing in 
for Dave)                                                 
There has been no official correspondence 
this month from Honington. 

Telephone call from Allan Dello (Lincoln 
Branch) regarding the late Bill Warnes, who 
was an ex-Rock but not in the Association.  
His family wish to pass on their thanks to 
the members of Norfolk Branch who                            
attended Bill’s Cremation in Kings Lynn.    
They were pleased to see so many               
ex-Regiment even though we did not know Bill 
personally. 

A letter had been received from              
Miss Maureen  Harbour, the daughter of  
late George Harbour, thanking members who    
attended her father’s funeral.  Maureen                    
attached a donation cheque of £250.  Paul 
read the letter to the meeting and Colin 
Clarke added that this cheque was in addition 
to the £50 which had been handed to him at 
the funeral.  Thank you letters have been 
sent. 

Thanks were passed to Gordon Coe for his  
very informative account of the AGM at 
Cambridge and also to Colin Clarke for a well 
scripted Newsletter.  Thanks also to Paul for 
his very well organised day out in August. 

Paul is making enquiries re a Branch visit to 
Windsor Castle with boat trip on the River 
Thames and stay at the Hilton Hotel in       
Reading - 2018.  Plus a week-end break at the 
Carlton Hotel, Gt Yarmouth next February. 

Peter Lawrence Association National                 
Chairman says the AGM 2018 will be either in 
September or October.  Venue to follow. 

It was hoped that as this was the Regiment’s 
75th Anniversary, they would be asked to 
lead the Parade past the Cenotaph in London 
on 12th November 2017.                                     

OBITUARY                                                                     
It is with regret that I inform you of the 
death of Branch Member Edward (Ted)   
Ernest  Catt, who lived at Folkestone, Kent. 
Ted  died on the  24th November 2017, aged 
81 years.  Funeral details to follow.       

Ted served in the RAF Regiment as a SAC 
from January 1954 to December 1957 on 31 
LAA Squadron and 194 Squadron.                                     

His postings included RAF West Kirby,                 
Dumfries, Watchet, Wunstorf, West                 
Germany and Felixstowe.   

Editor:  On a personal note, Ted served with 
me on 31 Squadron at Wunstorf and was on 
my Gun crew.  He was also great company.   

Whilst ’Square Bashing’ at West Kirby, Ted 
met Elsie and married her.  In 1998. Ted and 
Elsie, and  other ‘Rocks’ who had served at 
Wunstorf joined us on a very nostalgic 
Branch visit to West Germany, including the 
camp at Wunstorf.   Ted then joined the RAF 
Regiment Association.  

Ted Catt a lovely man.  Our thoughts and 
prayers are with Elsie and the family at this 
sad time. 

WE WILL REMEMBER HIM. 
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The following is taken from Centurion 2005 
and reproduced with permission of the       
Editor. 

The Life and Times of Col HM Salmon MC 
DL DSc by Kingsley Oliver 

Harry Morrey Salmon was born in Cardiff in 
1891, the eldest son of Harry Edgar Salmon 
and his wife Susan Jane Salmon.  While still 
at school he developed a keen interest in   
ornithology and photography both of which 
were to become life long passions.  He had 
hoped to go on to university to study zoology 
but his father had other ideas and made him 
enter the family business with the intention 
that his eldest son would, in due course,         
succeed him as chairman and managing               
director.                                                                                  

On leaving school he entered the family firm 
but devoted as much time as possible to his 
interests of natural history and photography 
by joining local societies which encouraged 
these activities.  

This phase of his life coincided with the 
completion of the Army reforms which had 
begun with the regular Army in 1903 and 
concluded with the reorganisation of the 
Army’s reserve in 1907.                                                   

The formation of the Territorial Force in 
1908 resulted in the raising of the 7th 
(Territorial) Battalion of The Welch                       
Regiment in Cardiff and  South Wales.  This                             
attracted Morrey Salmon who enlisted as a 
private soldier in 1909 and  participated                              
fully in the annual training cycle, reaching 
the rank of sergeant by the time war broke 
out in 1914.                                                     

When his battalion was mobilised, Morrey 
Salmon spent a frustrating year on home             
defence duties in Scotland and north-east 
England and he realised that the chances 
with his Territorial battalion were slim. He 
had to overcome opposition by senior                         
officers, and the inertia of military                                
bureaucracy, to gain permission to leave the 
Territorial Force for the regular Army but 
he eventually obtained a Special Reserve 
(Militia) commission which took him to the 
16th Battalion of The Welch  Regiment in 
Flanders in 1916.                                                        

He spent a year in the waterlogged Ypres                     
salient, variously as platoon commander.                 
intelligence officer and company commander, 
before taking his part in the 3rd Battle of 
Ypres in 1917 when his battalion suffered 50 
per cent casualties in less than an hour. 

With no reinforcements available, the               
battalion was disbanded and its surviving          
officers and men redistributed among other  
battalions of The Welch Regiment.   Having 
been awarded the Military Cross for his 
leadership in the battle,  Morrey Salmon was 
posted to the 9th Battalion of The Welch 
Regiment which had been deployed to                         
reinforce the weakened French sector on the 
Aisne.                                                                             

After the ‘Black Day of the German Army’ in 
August 1918, when the British Army finally 
broke through  the German defences at                   
Amiens, a hundred days of consecutive              
British victories drove the German Army 
back towards the Rhine. By November 1918 
Captain Salmon’s rifle company - now less 
than 70 strong formed the advance guard of 
38th Welsh Division and on 4 November he 
and his men drove a much larger German rear
-guard out of the village of Bry and                      
continued their advance until they reached 
Malplaquet – the scene of Marlborough’s 
great victory in 1709 - on 10 November.  The                     
Armistice was signed on the following day. 

Returning home with a bar to his MC and as a 
captain in the Regular Army Reserve of             
Officers, Morrey Salmon became a director 
of the family company.  Nevertheless, he 
spent as much time as possible following his                   
hobbies of studying and photographing birds. 
His articles on ornithology, and his              
remarkable photographs of birds, appeared 
regularly in books and professional journals 
and he was elected president of the                   
Zoological Photographic Club and served on 
the council of the Cardiff Naturalist’s                  
Society.      

But in 1939 he had to abandon both his work 
and his outside interests when he was re-
called to his Regimental Depot as a major to 
take command of a recruit training company 
with intakes of 400 men every weight weeks. 

Although he had hoped for a posting to a 
regular battalion, when he was told he was 
too old for active service he looked else-
where and volunteered for one of the new 
ground defence advisor posts which the RAF 
was anxious to fill from the ranks of                    
experienced Army officers. 

After a spell as an RAF station defence                  
officer in 1940, he was promoted to                            
lieutenant- colonel and posted to HQ Coastal 
Command in 1941 as Major General Liardet’s 
liaison officer.  The post was renamed as 
’RAF Regiment Liaison Officer’ in February, 
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1942 and he was transferred to the joint 
service planning staff in London which was 
preparing for Operation Torch, the invasion 
of North Africa.  

Col Salmon landed at Algiers in November 
1942, wearing RAF Regiment shoulder badges 
on his Army uniform, at the head of an ad 
hoc force of three thousand officers and 
men of the RAF Regiment and immediately 
set about reorganising his resources to meet 
the ground and low-level air defence                      
requirements on the RAF’s operational               
airfields.                                                                      

Although the Air Ministry considered him, as 
the Command Defence Officer, to be purely a 
staff officer he immediately realised he 
would not achieve very much if he just sat in 
an office in the makeshift HQ of Eastern Air 
Command.  With his AOC’s approval he                   
reinvented himself as ’Commander RAF                  
Regiment’ answering to SASO instead of to 
the AOA, and took responsibility for training, 
equipping and deploying his units as well as 
for advising the SPSO how his squadron 
should be manned.    

He ensured that his officers and men gained 
battle experience by arranging for Regiment 
squadrons to take their place alongside Army 
units in the combat zone and constantly                     
visited RAF and Army Headquarters as well 
as, his own units with the result that he was 
known and respected by commanders and 
staff officers alike.     

He sent regular and detailed reports directly 
to Major General Liardet, who was the               
Commandant RAF Regiment at Air Ministry, 
and by short-circuiting the normal staff 
channels he was able to ensure that speedy 
decisions were made to give him the answers 
he sought.  All in all, it was a remarkable tour 
de force by a shrewd and dynamic officer 
who was prepared for either the Army or the 
RAF card, as appropriate, to resolve any     
situation to the best possible advantage of 
the RAF and the RAF Regiment.   

Under his leadership the inexperienced field 
squadrons and LAA flights acquitted them-
selves well in North Africa and received 
praise from RAF and Army commanders alike.   

He saw the need for an intermediate head-
quarters to control the operations of two or 
more squadrons and formed the first wing 
headquarters in the RAF Regiment prior to 
the invasion of Sicily.  He resolved the                           
initially chaotic situation there, where                  
Regiment units from the UK and Egypt  

were committed without an adequate                    
command structure or logistic support, by 
sheer force of character - which inevitably 
upset senior officers in London and Cairo.   

His Regiment squadrons, which subsequently 
landed in Italy by sea and air, were well             
prepared  for their tasks and they made a 
significant contribution to the success of air 
operations in the Italian campaign and to 
ground operations as well when requested by 
the Army to reinforce the front line. 

Morrey Salmon assigned some of his             
squadrons to the Balkan Air Force for                  
operations in the Adriatic and the                      
Yugoslavian islands and formed a special               
duties parachute-trained flight to support 
intervention operations on the Yugoslav            
mainland.  When the Air Ministry refused to 
sanction parachute pay for the officers and 
men of this unestablished unit, Morrey              
Salmon had no hesitation in persuading his 
own Command HQ to authorise parachute pay 
– which later caused some problems with 
Whitehall.      

While conducting Regiment operations 
throughout the Central Mediterranean he 
had to engage in protracted disputes with 
the Air Ministry about the proposed transfer 
of all his Regiment squadrons to the United 
Kingdom in preparation for the Allied invasion 
of North West Europe.                                              

Although he did have to give up some                  
squadrons for the invasion of Europe in June 
1944, he was successful in retaining an                     
adequate force level in the Mediterranean to 
conduct effective operations for the           
remainder of the war.  To make the point to 
London, he ensured that one of his squadrons 
took part in Operation Anvil - the landings in 
Southern France a month after the D-Day 
landings in Normandy.  

 Another of his squadrons was the first                 
British unit to go ashore on Greek territory 
in September 1943 and he deployed further 
squadrons to Greece to assist in crushing the 
pro-communist resistance movement which 
was intent on replacing the legal Greek                       
government with a regime sympathetic to 
Moscow.  By the end of the war in Europe in 
May 1945, Morrey Salmon’s squadrons were 
deployed in Greece, Yugoslavia, Austria, 
Crete, Sardinia and Corsica.  

Returning home to Cardiff and the family 
business at the age of 54 he reassessed his 
priorities and decided to appoint a general 
manager to run the company on a day-to-day 
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basis, leaving him free to pursue his own  
particular interests. 

He was the first non-regular officer to      
become chairman of The Welch Regiment 
Officers’ Association and took an active part 
in creating the Regimental Chapel in Llandaff 
Cathedral and the Regimental Museum in   
Cardiff Castle.  He was a founder member of 
the RAF Regiment Officers’ Dinner Club, 
regularly attending the annual dinners, and 
later gave the manuscript account of his                       
service with the RAF Regiment, together 
with personal papers and photographs to RAF 
Regiment Museum.  

It was, however, his interest in natural                  
history, conservation, ornithology and        
photography which occupied most of his time 
and energy in the post-war years.  He gained 
an international reputation in his specialists 
fields and regularly corresponded with       
experts and institutions in other countries.   

Apart from a prolific output of articles,       
papers and photographs in books and                                 
scientific journals, he played a leading role in 
preventing the extinction of the red kite, 
Milvus, in Wales - for which he was awarded 
the Gold Medal of the RSPB.  He received a 
host of prestigious appointments and awards 
from learned societies, culminating in the 
award of the degree Doctor of Science from 
the University of Wales. 

He took all that in his stride while continuing 
to travel the world to study and photograph 
birds in every continent except the Artic and 
Antarctic. 

At the age of 84 he thought nothing of                               
swimming half a mile to uninhabited islands 
off Cyprus to photograph a rare breed of gull 
which nested there.  At his 90th birthday 
party he was still going strong when most of 
his guests were feeling the lateness of the       
evening.  He died at his home in Cardiff in 
April 1985, in his 94th year and is buried in 
the churchyard of St Mary’s Whitchurch. 

In 2005 his sons - Norman and Hugh - both 
former officers of The Welch Regiment              
decided that it would be appropriate to                
present their father’s medals to his ’other’ 
Regiment, in which he had served with             
distinction from 1942 to 1945.   

This generous offer was gratefully accepted 
by the Commandant-General of the RAF                     
Regiment and Col Morrey Salmon’s splendid 
group of medals will be displayed in the   
Medal Room of the RAF Regiment Museum  

as a reminder of the remarkable contribution 
which he made to the RAF Regiment, and to 
its operations in North Africa and the               
Mediterranean Theatre in World War11. 

Colonel Harry Morrey Salmon CBE MC DL 
DSc (1891-1985)                                                      
Commander of the Most Excellent Order of 
the British Empire.  Military Cross and Bar, 
War Medal 1914-20, Victory Medal with 
Mention in Despatches, Territorial Force 
War Medal, 1939-45 Star, Africa Star with 
clasp North Africa 1942-43, Italy Star,              
Defence Medal, War Medal 1939-45 with 
Mention in Despatches. 

Editor: It’s always lovely to read about the 
officers and men and the early days of the 
Regiment - they set the standard. 

AND in a different way still helping out- the 
following from The Sun 1st February and 
Sunday Telegraph 4th February 1995. 

FLOODING IN HOLLAND AND THE RAF 
REGIMENT                                                                           
The reports refer to the RAF Regiment from 
RAF Laarbruch.  1 Squadron and 26 Squadron 
are both based there. 

 British servicemen went to the rescue of 
thousands facing disaster from floods in   
Holland. The men filled 60,000 sandbags and 
built a 20ft wall around Arcen on the Dutch 
border. 

In the south-eastern village of Arcen, beside 
the River Maas, people are returning to their 
everyday lives.  An epic battle was fought 
here last week as local volunteers stood 
shoulder to shoulder in the pouring rain with 
men from the RAF Base at Laarbruch, across 
the German border, filling sandbags and 
strengthening the dykes in a desperate race 
to keep the river at bay. 

‘We have learned from the British how to 
build dykes’ joked Louise Reutzilngsperger, a 
works manage, as he watched Sir David 
Miers, Britain’s Ambassador to The                       
Netherlands, meet the RAF Regiment troops 
last Thursday.  As the Ambassador picked 
his way through the mud, Louise and his 
brothers unfurled a hastily prepared banner.  
’God Save The Queen - and the RAF                         
Regiment.’ 

The RAF Regiment personnel from RAF          
Laarbruck, worked round the clock with 
Dutch volunteers to stop the waters of the 
River Maas from engulfing the tiny town of 
Arcen.       
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Walls  of sandbags snaked past a sea of mud 
in the town yesterday but these defences 
held - winning the men from the RAF                   
Regiment, the admiration of the inhabitants. 

Mr Leon Frissen, the Mayor of Arcen said, 
’the RAF Regiment men were very calm and 
very well organised, they knew what to do 
and just did not stop.’ 

Last year, townsfolk and RAF personnel 
joined in a memorial service for Britons who 
died in fighting near Arcen in the Second 
World War.  Yesterday that alliance was            
reinforced in the shape of the sandbag wall. 

Editor:  Nothing changes.  Members may     
remember the floods in Lynmouth in 1953 
when the RAF Regiment came to the rescue 
then.  

AND you may remember the following - not 
from a Rock Ape but from the National              
Service RAF Association - there is a lot 
which is certainly familiar. 

A UNIVERSITY OF LIFE                                          
Monday, 31st October 1955 was the coldest 
night of the year at RAF Cardington and a 
chilling welcome to a new intake of recruits, 
but nothing to the chill installed by the D.I’s 
on the train to West Kirby a week later.  We 
suffered under Corporals  Dudley and Quiney          
in No 3 Flight Smuts Squadron but soon 
learned that a appropriately timed ’Yes           
Corporal’ reduced the risk of further abuse.  

As a genuine O.D. I was allowed to enjoy the 
welcome of the local Methodist Church.             
Later excursions out of camp were to Anfield 
and Goodison Park for which I have                           
programmes, as I do for ‘Dick Whittington’ at 
Liverpool Empire starring Joan Regan an              
Binnie and Sonnie Hale.                                               

Other light relief came via news from No 1 
Flight of a recruit who was trying to obtain 
his discharge on the grounds of insanity.         
Decency bars any further details but what a 
stigma to carry through life knowing it was 
untrue. 

Next stop was No 2 RS Yatesbury RAF 109-
fitters course for 32 weeks.  The food was 
dreadful!  One afternoon my breathing be-
came laboured and as I staggered towards 
sick quarters I met many others whose               
bodies were evacuating the corned beef  
fritters and fruit trifle ingested at the            
mid-day meal.  Additional bedding was 
brought in from nearby Wroughton and wives 
from married quarters pressed into service 
as nursing assistants. 

The national press reported that there had 
been a mild outbreak of food poisoning with 
26 airmen affected.   Who left the nought 
off that figure?                                                           

The cookhouse was situated adjacent to the 
boundary fence along the A4 and it was  
widely known that some of the meat that 
came into the camp by lorry went away on  
another lorry on the other side of the fence.   

The cold weather caused the boilers in our 
section to burst so for weeks we had no heat 
or hot water.  Shaving was painful and 3                     
blankets were inadequate at night in a                
wooden hut with no double glazing. 

Guard duty at the ’ammo’ dump was a                   
worrying experience. The IRA had recently 
raided an armoury in Liverpool which had 
played on our minds as we stood silhouetted 
against the night sky armed with a                      
truncheon, awaiting for ‘Chiefy’ Dunlop to 
creep up on us by crawling through the scrub 
on his stomach with some cause for rebuking 
us.  Duty at  the AGRS site was also scary as 
windows and doors rattled and casts rubbed 
against ones legs in the darkness.   

Finally, a Junior Technicians stripe and 
choice of posting!  I asked for my home    
county of Norfolk or abroad, so I got No 34 
MU Stoke Heath in Shropshire! 

As seasoned airmen our principle was not to 
get caught.  This resulted in some antagonism 
between ranks and the snoops.  The domestic 
sites were remote from the work sites and 
travel between them required crossing the 
A41 at that time the main route from the 
Midlands to the Northwest.   Snoops would 
hide behind hedges to catch and charge any 
airman not dismounting from his bike at a 
halt sign. 

Another would wait outside the cinema in 
Market Drayton to catch any airman leaving 
before the National Anthem or with his blue 
unbuttoned.  One night he gave chase to an 
‘erk’ who was guilty on both counts .  As he 
reached the blind corner of the crossroads 
in town he tripped over an outstretched foot 
and the next day sported two lovely black 
eyes.  His interest in the cinema faded 
thereafter. 

During the summer we underwent a security  
exercise.  A ‘nuclear bomb’ had been dropped 
near the camp, so we were required to keep 
all doors and windows shut to exclude               
radiation.   Tempers rose with the inside 
temperature. 
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We were warned that the camp would be 
raided by police trainees.  Friday came, so it 
was obvious that was the day and                                      
preparations were made.  The perimeter 
fence was lowered at a point where there 
was a mound of earth on the outside.  The 
visitors arrived and accepted the bait of 
the lowered fence.  As their leader reached 
the corner of the hangar he was grounded 
by a rugby tackle and knocked unconscious 
with the butt of a rifle.  ’How were we to 
know he wasn’t the IRA-Sir?’    

Editor: Bring back some memories?  Well 
you have to smile, don’t you!                                

AND talking of smiling -                                     
Cheer up!   Our 11 smiles every day.                                     
If you are having one of those days  when 
the milk has gone off and the car won’t 
start, you might find this hard to believe.  
But adults smile 11 times a day on average 
and most of them are genuine. 

Sunny weather is most likely to make us 
grin, according to a poll, closely followed by 
compliments from a stranger. 

Old photographs, unexpected discounts and  
seeing baby laugh also raise a smile from 
more than a third of us, the survey found. 

However, not everything is positive.                           
Researchers found that two of our 11 smiles 
a day are false, with one in ten adults  
claiming they ‘don’t like smiling’. 

The study of 2,000 people, by shoe brand 
Moshulu, found that seven in ten people                  
believe grinning at others makes them feel 
happy.  It also triggers ‘warm’ emotions and 
feelings of acceptance. 

Psychologists Dr Jessamy Hibberd said: 
‘When the number of times you smile every 
day is added  up, it can have great benefits 
to overall happiness.’ 

Editor:  At the Christmas Social I will be 
checking for smiles.  Let us see if these will 
bring one of your 11 smiles - or even more.   

A couple in their sixties were about to 
get married.                                                                           

She said, ’I want to keep my house.’ He said, 
’That’s okay with me’.                                               

She said, And I want to keep my Mercedes,’ 
He said, ’That’s fine with me too.’                           

She said, ’And I want to have sex six times 
a week.’  He said, ’That’s fine with me.  Put 
me down for Thursdays.’  

 

Five–thirds of the population have trouble 
understanding fractions. 

                       ———————- 

Three Hell’s Angel motor-bikers went into a 
small transport café on the edge of a             
Norfolk village.  They went up to an old 
farmer at the table where he was having his 
breakfast.   

The first biker took out his cigarette and 
dropped into the farmer’s tea.  The farmer 
didn’t say a word and resumed eating his 
meal. 

The  second biker tipped over the farmer’s 
glass of orange juice.  Still no reaction. 

The third biker picked up the old farmer’s 
fried breakfast and threw it on the floor.  
The farmer got up without saying a word, 
paid his bill and left the café. 

‘He wasn't much of man was he?’ stated the 
leader of the pack. 

‘No’ said the waitress, looking out of the  
window.  ’And he’s not much of a driver    
either.  He has just backed a huge tractor 
and trailer full of hay bales over three     
Harley Davidson motorbikes.’  

                         —————— 

Three befuddled men at their local surgery 
for a test.  The doctor asks the first man, 
’What is three times three?’  ‘560’ is his    
reply.                                                                       

The doctor is exasperated, but he has hope 
for the other patients.   He says to the       
second man, ‘It’s your turn,  What is three 
times three?’   ‘Saturday’ replies the second 
man. 

The doctor tuts, and tells the third man, 
‘OK, your turn, what’s three times three?’ 
‘Nine’  responds the third man. 

‘Fantastic!‘ exclaims the doctor.  ‘Well done! 
How did you get that?’  ‘Simple’ he replies,’ 
just subtract 560 from Saturday.’ 

                       —————- 

One day a frustrated wife told her close 
friend Jilly her definition of retirement:  
Twice as much husband on half as much pay. 

                         —————    

A sign seen outside a church in the U.S.  
‘Come in here to pray to God.  Text while 
driving if you want to meet him.’ 
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AND NOW - Another ramble from an old 
Suffolk chap. 

I want to take you back to the 1950’s.   Cars 
were rare.  You have a bike or you walked!   
The village had its own policeman.   Rum ole 
job.                                                                           

Now I want to tell you about Bob a wild card 
scruffy, who liked game of darts and a pint 
or two at the village pub. 

His ’dream’ a big fat motor to attract              
mawthers.  Dear oh dear. 

Now Bob found a large car in a barn, a 1938 
Austin 16.  Well the farmer said to Bob ’The 
car is no good as the engine is blown!  But 
you can take the whole thing away for two 
pounds and ten shillings’.   Bit of a do this. 

Now Bob came across a wrecked American 
car  but the huge Chevey V8 engine was 
good.  After a month or two Bob got the car 
on the road.  The big V8 Chevey engine                   
taking the car along country lanes at                    
fantastic  speeds.   Rum ole job.            

Now the village policeman went to see Bob 
and said before you get into big trouble I 
want you to talk to Pauline.  Oh law bit of a 
do this. 

Along came Pauline a neat, tidy, little                 
mawther.  Well said Bob, now I’ve got a  big 
motor, a nice mawther and I am on the right 
side of the policeman.  It’s not so bad.  
Might be a good job this. 

Now said Pauline you can take me out in the 
motor but you can only can at 20 mph.  Well 
thought Bob this will do for a start.  Rum ole 
job. 

Well after a while Pauline said this big old 
motor won’t do, I have got a white pony 
called Henry.  If you  sold the motor and got 
a trap.  Oh dear.   Poor ole Bob. 

Now said Pauline.  You could drive the pony 
and trap to church on Sunday morning.  You 
could learn to sing in the choir or your could 
help to ring the church bells.  You will need 
to get a new shirt and clean your boots.              
Also we could drive down country lanes and 
have a picnic.   Oh no. 

Well as Bob had really got to like Pauline a 
lot, he said perhaps I will go along with this.  
Rum ole job. 

Now said Pauline you will have to meet my 
mum Nancy.   

 

When  Nancy a jolly lady meet Bob, she gave 
him a hug which lasted three minutes and 
said thank you for taking Pauline off our 
hands.  Well boy I tell you. 

Now we can go out and enjoy ourselves.  Go 
down to the pub, join the darts team.  We 
might even get a motor.  God Bless you Bob.  
Rum ole job. 

Now if you are thinking about fast motors, 
Hold you hard.  Just think about poor old 
Bob for a bit.                                                                  

Good afternoon.  Laurie.                                   

Editor: Thank ye Laurie yum be a good un.  
Or as the Brum’s would say ‘Good on yer kid’. 

TOP TIPS  (Mainly for the ladies)                                                                               
For a quicker tumble dry, add a tea towel!  
This beats hanging your washing over                  
radiators,  but tumble dryers are notoriously 
expensive to run.                                                  

Now a cleaning expert has revealed a simple 
trick that could slash those bills - add a dry 
tea towel to your load.  Author Shannon Lush                                            
said the tea towel works as a sponge and                   
absorbs the water from other clothes.                                             

She told a TV show. ‘I hate clothes dryers 
but if you’ve got to use one, stick a dry tea      
towel in with your wash and your wash will 
dry a third faster.’  ’It takes the water away 
and spreads the surface area for the dryer 
to do its work.’ 

GREATEST INVENTIONS                                       
Teabags, one of the greatest inventions    
ever. (Oh, and the wheel too) 

Ask the British to name the most important 
inventions of all time and you can rely on 
them agreeing on one answer in particular. 

Taking its place in the top ten alongside such 
essentials as the wheel, the clock and                   
penicillin is....the tea bag.  

Little wonder, perhaps in a nation so                         
addicted to the cuppa that we are said to 
brew 60 billion a year.  

Also on the list, which has been compiled in 
no particular order,  are the plough, armour, 
sewers, light bulbs, the fridge and internet. 

The list was released by English Heritage, 
which surveyed 2,000 people asked them to 
name the most innovative products from            
human history.                                                         
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HISTORY’S TOP TEN                      
(In no particular order)  

Teabags - The Wheel - The Fridge - Sewers 
- The Plough - Penicillin - The internet -           
Armour - Light bulbs - The clock.   

Editor:  What are your top ten?  Do let me 
know.  I did however conduct some research 
myself with a certain section of society and 
found the following Top 10. 

Credit card - Debit card - Nylons - Handbag 
- Make up - Telephone - M & S - Waitrose - 
Dishwasher - Handyman.    

NOW YOU KNOW -The word Bridegroom.                                                         
From the 11th century.  The word for a man 
about to be married is first found in an                  
Anglo-Saxon version of the Gospel of Saint 
John, but it turns up as bryduma.  A                                
compound of bride and guma, (an Old English 
word for ’man’) it was eventually replaced 
with brydegrome.                                            

When groom first arrived in English, in the 
13th century, it meant simply ’man-child’, 
’boy’ and then broadened its meaning to     
apply to adults.  

BE AWARE                                                             
Missed the postman?  Action Fraud is                  
warning people to look out for a new scam, 
where you get a ’something for you’ card 
through your letter box that looks like its 
come from the Royal Mail.  

The cards, which lack the Royal Mail logo, 
look almost identical to the ‘something for 
you’ slips that are posted through homes 
when a delivery can’t be made. 

The card urges recipients to phone a number 
to organize re-delivery.  After ringing the    
number, the automated message asks for 
your details and consignment number.  Some 
people who have done so claim to have been  
charged £45. 

If in doubt, do not call the number provided, 
do not give your card details or personal   
information and contact Action on 0300 123 
2040.  You can also sign up for free to     
Action Fraud to receive direct, accurate                                                            
information about scams and fraud in your  
area by email, recorded voice and text                
message. 

YOUR CHRISTMAS QUIZ                              
Try it with family and friends.  In which 
era were the following available to the 
public.                           

1900-1920. 1920-1930. 1930-1940.                                                    
1940-1950. 1950-1960. 1960-1970.                       
1970-1980. 1980-1990. 1900-2000. 

1. Paper cups 2. Instant coffee.  3. Bakelite     
(The first plastic).                                       
4. Mobile phone.  5. e-mail. 6.Text messages.   
7. Frozen food.   8. Hovercraft.                   
9. Non-stick pan.  10. Cassette Recorder.      
11. Electric shaver. 12. Acrylic paint.   
13.Hepatitis –B-vaccine. 14. Compact disc.    
15.Penicillin.  16. Beer in a can.                    
17. Launderette.   18. Tupperware.                                              
19. Kentucky Fried Chicken.   20. Viagra.                  
21. Instamatic camera.                               
22.  Cats-eyes road markings.                     
23.  Hubble space telescopic.                     
24. Long-life milk.                                                       
Answers on Page 10.   

Editor:  I found the following poem amongst 
my papers.  I wonder if there is any fact in 
it.  I was stationed at RAF Wunstorf, West             
Germany,  from Autumn 1954 - Spring 1957 
but never heard  any mention.                                                     

I do know that there were at least six               
Regiment squadrons stationed at Wunstorf 
between 1945 and November 1957, when the 
Station was handed back to the German               
Airforce.  Can any Branch members assist? 

The poem has no name and is shown exactly 
as typed.  

When I was scarcely 18 years of age                         
The Royal Air Force I did engage                                
I left my home, with full intent                                  
To join the Royal Air Force Regiment 

To Wundsdorf Barracks I did go                                 
To serve my country against the foe                       
But free from trouble  I would not be                   
Its Mr Metcalf took a dislike to me. 

Whilst standing out on guard one day                    
Three airman’s children came to play                       
And for their mess that B------ came                   
And ordered me to take their parents name. 

I took one name instead of three                        
With neglect of duty he then charged me  
Confined to camp and, 10 days pay                      
For doing my duty in the opposite way. 

With loaded rifle I did swear                        
To shoot that B------ out on the square.                                        
It was Mr Metcalf I meant to kill,                            
But shot my C.O, against my will. 

To Liverpool Assizes I did go.                                                
———————————————————                           
———————————————————                          
Prepare your body for the gallows tree. 

Now somewhere in England a gunner dies   
Some where in England his body lies                   
So all RAF Regiment who pass that way                 
Say a prayer for poor ????                
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OCTOBER BRANCH MEETING                                 
Another good talk by Richard MANN ’Up in 
the Air’ - Part 2.  This time we learnt the 
early helicopter experiences and the Flying 
Flea, designed by Henri Mignet after 14                  
trials Farnborough refused permission to fly.   
We also saw the early trials of Aircraft                  
Carriers and some of the most frightening 
airports.  The trials of the Atomic Bombers 
which the Americans finally cancelled after 
spending $700 million. 

Chairman’s Report:  

In the Absence of Tony - Paul Rainbird took 
the Chair.                                                                                   

Unfortunately, Tony has injured his back and 
was unable to attend. We wish Tony well and 
a speedy recovery.   

Secretary’s Report:                                                          
Dave read a letter from Mr. Cliff Robertson 
thanking us for his 80th Birthday Card and 
enclosed a cheque donation of £20.  A Thank 
You card from the Branch has been sent.                                                    

The Remembrance Day Parade will take place 
on 12th November at Wymondham.  Assemble 
2.15pm - March off 2.30pm.  President, Paul 
Bruning will lay the wreath.                                         
Unfortunately, the Branch Standard will not 
be paraded as Tony our Standard Bearer has 
a back injury. 

AOB                                                                                     
Paul Rainbird reported he had made                              
reservations at the Carlton Hotel, Gt.                   
Yarmouth for a long week-end 16-19th                     
February 2018.  Paul and David are to visit 
the Old Rectory Hotel, Crostwick, with a view 
to have the Branch Spring Lunch there.  
Members agreed.    

NOVEMBER BRANCH MEETING                          
Paul welcomed Nicola Herns who gave a very 
interesting and enjoyable talk about the                 
history of the Broads, from its early                                    
development to present day  use.                                         

Starting with peat digging for fuel the 
Broads went on to be a very important part 
of Norfolk’s growth, being used for                                  
deliveries of goods to Norwich and                         
surrounding areas.  The Broads and are now a 
very important part of Norfolk’s economy,   
especially the tourist industry.     

Chairman’s Report:  

No Chairman’ Report as Tony is suffering 
from a back injury.  

 

Secretary’s Report:                                                   
The Association’s AGM  next year will be 
held on the 12th -14th October at the Park 
Hotel, Nottingham.                                                      

David referred to the September Meeting 
Minutes (Page 1 of this Newsletter) when 
Norfolk Branch members attended the               
funeral of Bill Warnes.   The family were 
very  impressed with Norfolk Branch.  David 
reported that the family had sent him a 
cheque for £449-71p for Branch Funds. A 
Thank you card has been sent to the family. 

AOB                                                                               
Peter Lawrence reported that next year is 
the celebration of 100 years of the Royal           
Air Force - details of events are awaited. 

Paul reported.  Weekend at  Carlton Hotel, 
Gt Yarmouth, 16th - 19th  February 2018.  
Pleased to advise that we have 22 members 
of Norfolk Branch coming this year - 5 more 
than in February 2017. 

All the rooms have been reserved for us and 
the price is  now £95 for Double Room per 
person and £110 for Single Room. This                     
includes 4 drinks vouchers per person on                
Saturday night.  Live entertainment on              
Saturday night.  3 nights accommodation.  
Traditional full English breakfast.  Three 
course evening meals. 

As members who came earlier this year know, 
we have to pay the hotel by 20th December 
2017.  If Paul Rainbird could receive payment 
either when we meet on the 12th December 
2017 at The Feathers, or by post to him and 
your cheque  made out to him and he will send 
one cheque for the full amount to the             
management at the hotel.                                                           

Paul’s address is 10 The Lawn, Fakenham, 
Norfolk, NR21  8DT. Tel.  01328 856560. 

BRANCH SPRING LUNCH 12TH APRIL 
2018.  Paul continued -                                        
We have booked the Old Rectory Hotel on 
the North Walsham Road at Crostwich for 
Thursday 12th April 2018. 

We have arranged for the lunch to be held in 
the conservatory which is a beautiful room 
with high vaulted ceiling and views of the 
garden with easy access to the outdoor patio 
seating.                                                                         

The conservatory on that day for our lunch 
will be for our Association only. 

The seating will be round tables of  8-10                    
persons per table. 
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 Lunch will be served 12.30 for 1.00pm.  

There is a large car park and the hotel is all 
on one level, no stairs and the toilets are a 
short distance away in the lobby.  Disabled 
toilets also available on the same level.                                                                           

Prior to sitting down to lunch there will be 
seating available in the bar. 

On arrival a notice board will show you your 
seating plan.   

There will be available a table for our raffle 
in the conservatory. 

We will be meeting at the hotel on 18th                 
January to discus the Menu and it is our                    
intention to have 3 Starters - 3 Main meals - 
1 Vegetarian - 3 Sweets. Coffee and mints. 

Further details to follow. 

Perhaps members at the Branch Social on 
12th December could advise us if they will be  
attending the lunch or phone me on 01328 
856560.   Thank you. 

CAN THIS BE TRUE                                              
Why women are best at telling fibs.      
There’s little difference in how men lie and 
how women lie - or how good they are at                
calling out the other gender. 

But body language and behaviour expert Judi 
James says that the fairer sex may be                   
better liars overall. 

‘There’s a theory that men make worse liars, 
because they have been pulled up less over 
the years,’ she explains, ’If you’re not                        
confronted about small lies, you tend to                            
believe you’re an adept liar and keep using 
the same techniques you did as a child. 

‘Women will often be better at creating a 
plausible story based on part-truths and not 
over-talking.  But we can also feel more 
stress about the lie, leading to blushing. 

‘In fact, it’s those rosy cheeks - an voluntary 
reflex caused by the sympathetic nervous 
system, in response to the release of            
adrenaline  which tend to give female liars 
away.  AND                                                                                                                                                 

His nose really will grow… just like Pinocchio.  
The tale of the wooden boy whose nose 
grows every time he tells a lie isn’t actually 
far from the truth.   A man’s nose really will 
look bigger when he lies thanks to an area at 
the bottom of his nose-called the ’columella’ 
which twitches when he’s lying, causing             
nostrils to flare an his nose to appear bigger 
and wider on his face.’ 

‘This area is larger on a man than a woman 
meaning it contains more blood vessels and 
will get more inflamed with stress  It may 
also go red or twitch.’ 

Editor:  We will have a ‘porkies’ parade at 
the next Branch Meeting to see who is telling 
what.  Who nose what we will find out.   

SOME EXAM QUESTIONS - ANSWERS                                                   
Q.  What is the meaning of the word     
 ‘varicose’?                                                                    
A.  Close by.                                                                  
Q.  What is a fibula.                                                       
A.  Little lie.                                                                        
Q.  Name six animal which live specifically 
 in the Artic.                                                                     
A.  Two Polar bears .  Four Seals.                                  
Q.  What was Sir Walter Raleigh famous 
 for?              
A.    He is a noted figure in history because       
 he invented cigarettes and started a 
 craze for Bicycles.                                                                            
Q.   Where was Hadrian’s Wall built?                              
A.  Around Hadrian’s garden.  

QUIZ ANSWERS                                              
No.1.2.3.  1900.  No.7.15.   1920.                           
No.16.17.22. 1930.  No.18.19. 1940.              
No. 8.9.10.   1950.  No.12.21.24. 1960.  
No. 4.5.       1970.  No.13.14. 1980.                 
No. 6.20.23.  1990.   Well done. 

CONGRATULATIONS                                                  
To Branch Member Gordon Todd who will be 
90 years young on the 22nd December 2017. 

That’s all for now folks!  I look forward to 
the pleasure of your company at the Branch  
Social -12 Noon 12th December — at The 
Feathers Inn, Wymondham.            

2018 Branch Meetings all on Tuesdays at 
12.30pm. 

16th January.  When our speaker is                  
Charlotte Philcox on ’The Common                       
Gardener’ (Remedies ands Rosewater).    

20th February.  Talk by Branch Member             
David Lang on ’Duties of a Paramedic’.  

20th March. Branch AGM with buffet.    

And from Louise and I - A  Very Happy 
Christmas and 
Healthy and Prosper-
ous New Year. 

Best wishes 

 

Colin                                                                              
Editor                                                                    

 


